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Epic Negation and Negated Labor
The epic is a genre of poetry that, according to Ezra Pound’s coinage from 1934, includes history. And yet, as C. D. Blanton has recently reminded us, this description drives an irresolvable contradiction deep into the aesthetic substance of literary modernism. “Implicit in Pound’s definition,” he argues, “is a paradoxical recognition that the history so invoked can never fully be represented as anything more than an expanse of quantitative detail: a bad infinity.”​[1]​ While an epic impulse might charge literature with the task of grasping historical totality, the era in which the epic underwent this modernist redefinition takes place only after history had made itself unavailable to any sort of conventional representation. This is because, to recontextualize Blanton’s argument within the space political economy, after the second industrial revolution and with it the commodity form’s historical apotheosis, global capitalism undercut the possibility of cognitively mapping its vast operations. It did so via the planet’s subsumption into an unevenly developed yet wholly combined economic system, the human experience of which is defined locally by the alienation of labor and globally by imperialist dislocation. In Blanton’s assessment, the modernist epic was therefore “devised under the force of the injunction to include history, but caught simultaneously in a history too complex and often too menacing to include straightforwardly” (4). Even if the twentieth century was no more complex or menacing than any other period marked by accelerated production, economic imperialism, and internecine war, the historical moment in which Pound was writing is nevertheless distinctive because it coincides with our entry into the “world market” that Ernest Mandel once periodized as “late capitalism.”​[2]​ And it is the geographical structure of late capitalism—the fact that by the end of the nineteenth century the centers of economic accumulation and industrial manufacture existed elsewhere than the privileged sites of cultural and artistic production—that thwarts the epic’s desire to include history. Blanton’s contention is that modernist poets responded to this conjunction with what he calls “epic negation,” a dialectical form that deploys evidentiary documents and metonymic allusions to intimate the force and flux of history without ever claiming to encapsulate historical totality as such. If this is true—that in modernism the epic learned to negotiate the paradox of its own generic aspirations—in which literary forms did the modernists find their strategies for the seemingly impossible task of historical inclusion? In other words: what were the textual antecedents for developing a poetics of epic negation?
While the problem of historical inclusion is, in this instance, responsive to the machinations of the economy, my contention is that a provisional solution was found in the most theoretically evolved critique of capitalism available to modernist literature. Specifically, the argument of this essay is that Karl Marx’s dialectical materialism, as conveyed by his singular account of life under capital, informed modernist poetry and poetics, and that it did so by way of Pound. “We know,” wrote Pound in 1938, “that history as it was written the day before yesterday is unwittingly partial; full of fatal lacunae; and that it tells next to nothing of causes.”​[3]​ In Marx, however, Pound had already found a way of writing history that accounts for those causes—which, he adds, “were economic and moral”—whilst simultaneously acknowledging its own partiality and lacunae, which it incorporates into a presentational method (31). That is to say, Marx developed his own type of epic negation, a communist poetics for describing capitalism, and Pound knew this. This essay pursues its argument in three parts. This first hones in on some of the more general coherences between Marx and Pound, focusing on the two writers’ shared interest in documents and in satire as modes of historical inclusion. The second section explores the adaptation of Marx’s dialectical materialism through Pound’s redoubling of its rhetorical method. My hypothesis is that by quoting from Marx’s own quotations Pound’s verse suggests a deeper sensitivity to the political intentions of his precursor and, if not sympathy for that mode of anti-capitalism, then at least a sense of literary kinship. The final section looks elsewhere in Pound’s epic, beyond such direct quotations, so as to determine the strength and reach of Marx’s influence. My claim is that, when writing about certain aspects of his politically subdivided present, Pound utilized a style derived from Marx; and this, I suggest, is clearest in those moments when Pound wants to distance himself and his project from Marx’s social legacy, namely the socialist state in Russia. Though I want to secure Marx’s role in the prehistory of modernist poetry, my argument is not designed to straightforwardly contradict many of Pound’s best critics, in whose shared view, as William H. Chace once phrased it, Pound’s “implicit understanding” of the communist critique of capitalism “could hardly be hammered into anything resembling a Marxist dialectic.”​[4]​ While Pound’s insistence upon economic volition is almost entirely at odds with Marx’s logic of class struggle, there is nevertheless much more to Pound’s exploration of Marxism than has previously been suggested, whether he understood and adhered to it or not. And while it goes without saying that Marx was never the dominant economic figure in Pound’s congregation of sources and interlocutors, the impact of Marx’s critique on Pound’s poetry remains highly visible and worth reckoning with on its own terms.​[5]​
Of course, the desire to affirm Marx as a noteworthy antecedent to the modernist epic is hardly original to me. Indeed, part of the refreshing novelty in Blanton’s argument is its hardwiring of Anglophone modernism’s insurrection in verse to history’s parallel revolution, which took place in Russia after 1917. Building on the empirical scholarship of Stan Smith, Michael North, and Jeffrey Perl, Blanton provides us with an exemplarily strong account of T. S. Eliot’s late-career appeals to Marxist thought, showing how a modified sense of dialectical materialism underwrote Eliot’s evolving idea of culture and how it informed the use of metonymic fragmentation in some of his poems.​[6]​ “For what Eliot discovers most fundamentally in Marxist thought,” argues Blanton, “is the need to account systematically for the entirety of bourgeois culture, not merely to resist a few of its aspects but rather to grasp the interpenetration or even identity of all of its aspects at once” (Epic Negation, 136). Similarly, the attempt to account for the whole of cultural life is not exclusive to Marx. It is, rather, a compulsion located elsewhere throughout literary history, especially in the writings of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, John Stuart Mill, Thomas Carlyle, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Mathew Arnold, Walter Pater, and—for Pound especially—John Ruskin. All of these writers argue for the importance of cultural integrity and for the interrelatedness of all dimensions of life. This is what Pound encountered in Ruskin, with whom he shares a sense of epic negation. So argues Robert Casillo, in whose account both Pound and Ruskin maintain that “the organic unity of a culture can never be defined conceptually or abstractly, can only be grasped fleetingly and immanently, in a concrete and potentially synecdochic form, through artefacts, examples, above all pictures and spatial arrangements.”​[7]​ What makes Marx and Marxism different from this, however, is that with dialectical materialism we find an avowedly “scientific” method for apprehending totality, one that takes in all of the economic particulars to provide a totalizing account of modern life whilst simultaneously conceding the object of that account’s fleeting impermanence as well as the account’s own entanglement in the history it describes. “Dialectics,” wrote Friedrich Engels in the influential Anti-Dühring, “is nothing more than the science of the general laws of motion and development of nature, human society and thought.”​[8]​ 
There is an argument to be made that “epic negation,” a materialist strategy for apprehending the inaccessible absolute of global capitalism, originated not with modernism or the modernists but, rather, in dialectical materialism as exemplified by the writings of Marx. Alberto Toscano and Jeff Kinkle have only been the latest in a long line of theorists to argue that Marx’s writing confronts the paradoxical and almost apothatic task of envisaging the invisible. “For,” they insist, “as Marx’s own work makes plain, when we walk into the factory we don’t see capital ‘itself’ any more than we see it in the market.”​[9]​ It will be important for us to know concretely that Marx was not simply approaching this task conceptually or politically or even economically—that, simultaneously, he was thinking about the imperceptibility of capitalism as a challenge for rhetorical style: he made politics a matter of literature. Marx’s best readers know this. For instance, Keston Sutherland has shown philologically that “Marx was not simply the theorist of capital and of social existence under capital, but also the author of an immensely daring satire on social existence under capital,” which he constructed as an assemblage of literary styles designed to galvanize a readership against the forces of capital.​[10]​ “The difference between a concept and a satire is that satire is always, must always be, at someone’s expense,” writes Sutherland. “All Marx’s writing, and not just those moments that make economic theory overtly literal, is satirical in this sense” (46). There are no real surprises in the likelihood that Marx utilized a dialectical poetics, his own uniquely satirical brand of epic negation, but what remains critically unknown is the extent to which the practitioners of modernist epic were aware of this and whether it determinately influenced their literary practice.
In Christopher Nealon’s estimation, the manifold crises wrought by twentieth-century capitalism forced poetry into aesthetic distillations from what he calls its “textual imaginary,” so that, in the literature we tend to think about as modernist, “a wide variety of poets responded to the social changes wrought by capitalism by making recourse to different ideas of poetry as textual and rhetorical ‘matter’—a source of varying subject matter, of topics, even of arguments” (The Matter of Capital, 1). In Pound’s case, we encounter an exceptionally literal interpretation of “matter” in his compositional method of quoting historical documents and glossing economic theory. It is, famously, in Canto VIII that Pound modulates out of Eliotic fragments and into the document as such. “These fragments,” it begins, “you have shelved (shored),” thus announcing its presentational strategy for the life and achievements of Sigismundo Malatesta, a fifteenth century warlord from Rimini, in northeastern Italy.​[11]​ Here the Poundian document is an attempt to imagine history, or at least specific historical traditions: to apprehend a nexus that cannot be reduced to any one of its material particulars. The technical achievement of the Malatesta Cantos is in their deployment of written documents emptied directly into the poem from a fifteenth century “post-bag,” whose contents serve as indexical proof that the heroic individual, Malatesta, once “lived and ruled” (41). This technique is forged and forged anew all throughout The Cantos, though most famously in Malatesta’s Rimini, in Adams’s America, in Leopold’s Rome, in Confucius’s China, and in Mussolini’s Italy. “We may know,” reflects Pound, “that whole beams and ropes of real history have been shelved, overclouded and buried”(Kulchur, 30). It is with the document that Pound proposes to unearth real history.
This kind of documentation is remarkably similar to what we encounter in Marx’s satirical stylization of dialectical materialism, and especially in his accounts of the blighted factory workers of the first industrial revolution. Similar to how Pound would later reconstruct Rimini, Marx uses diaries, reports, and letters to recreate the lifeworld of industrial capitalism. Consider the striking similarity between Pound’s method and that of Marx, as the latter’s economic critique is described by Fredric Jameson: “people and bodies begin to reappear, and yet it is important to register the fact that they are not summoned forth by Marx’s own language; they appear only through lengthy quotations from the factory inspectors, they are mediated by the voices of others.”​[12]​ The point, for Marx, is to generate an impersonal style, a means of including an inescapably terrible history while obviating liberal pathos. “So many precautions against personal expression, against passion, whether in indignation or in pity and sympathy,” reflects Jameson; “although,” he adds, “such disciplined neutrality will certainly arouse those feelings in the reader” (114). While this sounds altogether different from Pound, whose epic frequently indulges in personal expression, passion, indignation, pity, and sympathy, it nevertheless resonates with some of his early-career thinking about the best poetry to come. For instance, though perhaps exceptionally, this is the kind of poetry Pound wills in contradistinction to the lyricism of Celtic Twilight, in what might be read as a preliminary statement of aesthetic intent: “We will have fewer painted adjectives impeding the shock and stroke of it. At least for myself, I want it so, austere, direct, free from emotional slither.”​[13]​ There is, I submit, more than just similarity or prescience linking dialectical materialism and the modernist epic: as we shall see, when writing in a mode of epic negation Pound reaches time and time again for Marx’s text. Specifically, he reaches for the first volume of Capital, a book that enjoys lengthy quotation transformed into verse. Though Pound read other works by Marx and Marxists, this book remains “the only published work whose architectonic Marx himself lovingly projected and brought to completion,” a fact that becomes all the more important when thinking about the transposition of formal strategies between it and The Cantos (Jameson, Representing Capital, 2).​[14]​
In addition to an overlap between the materials out of which both Pound and Marx compose their writing (namely, the document as such), there is also a consistency in tone between the two in that both seek to do more than record the historical present; indeed, both Pound and Marx hope that their writing will somehow intervene in social life, and to this end they both deploy satire. While Marx the critical thinker was primarily interested in forging an adequate presentation of capitalism, using dialectical materialism to show the machinations sustaining that mode of production, Marx the writer found ample cause for stylistic experimentation in the task of depicting the transformation of labor. In Marx’s definition, labor is “the necessary condition for effecting exchange of matter between man and Nature; it is the everlasting Nature-imposed condition of human existence, and therefore is independent of every social phase of that existence, or rather, is common to every such phase.”​[15]​ But, under capitalism, labor has been ensnared by production and transformed into labor power. The fundamental difference between labor and labor power is that labor generates utility whereas labor power produces exchange value. That difference can be formulated simply as a dialectical opposition between quality and quantity: in the passage from labor to labor power the human embodiments of this condition, the single source of value, are converted into variable capital, and are forced to work under increasingly torturous circumstances to produce more quickly and therefore to produce cheaper commodities. “What Marx will eventually show us,” writes David Harvey, “in a discourse pervaded by a profound concern with marking the boundaries between freedom and necessity under capitalism, is that human labour in the abstract is a distillation, finally accomplished under very specific relations of production, out of a seemingly infinite variety of concrete labour activities.”​[16]​ Marx provides a satirical vision of humankind’s work-being to demonstrate what exactly has been exploited to death in the phenomenal devolution from the relative freedoms of precapitalist labor into the absolute necessity of capitalist labor power, and what might be returned to humanity in the postcapitalist triumph of communism.
In Marx’s writing, pre- and postcapitalist labor is accompanied by lyrical music and is dressed up with multiple allusions to classical antiquity. Here, for instance, is the famously blazoned account of production as mythological fire, an incandescent sentence that Pound’s late-modernist protégée, Louis Zukofsky, will eventually retune for his own epic music: 

Bathed in the fire of labour, appropriated as part and parcel of labour’s organism, and, as it were, made alive for the performance of their functions in the process, they are in truth consumed, but consumed with a purpose, as elementary constituents of new use-values, of new products, ever ready as means of subsistence for individual consumption, or as means of production for some new labour-process. (Capital, 204)​[17]​ 

For Marx, language such as this is used to introduce modernity from the standpoint of its prehistory, and to demonstrate, via formal disjunction, just how much has been lost to capital and what might be reclaimed in its abolition. There are utopian overtones in this kind of prose, where critique settles at the level of style. Capitalist labor power, by contrast to labor proper, is shrouded in the gothic imagery of a lived nightmare: “in its blind and unrestrainable passion, its were-wolf hunger for surplus labour, capital oversteps not only the moral, but even the merely physical maximum bounds of the working day” (291). Or elsewhere: “Capital is dead labour, that vampire-like, only lives by sucking living labour, and lives the more, the more labour it sucks” (257). In the combination of these two presentational strategies —mythic hymn and horror story; noble labor and its zombified descendent, labor power—is a literary form that simultaneously celebrates work’s potential and mourns its destiny, thereby registering if not the operations of capitalism as a universal then at least the effects of that universal in the experiential realm of the particular. Marx’s satirical account of labor and labor power, which remains affirmative of labor in the face of catastrophe, is one of the principle sources for Pound’s “epic negation,” a distinct repurposing of the documentary method to account for life in the poem’s historical present. 

Reading Das Kapital
The first time Marx is named into Pound’s epic is in Canto XIX, written during the early 1920s and published in 1924 as part of A Draft of XVI. Cantos. His name appears in conversation between the speaker and a wealthy capitalist, which takes place on the streets of Paris: 
	
And old Spinder, that put up the 1870 gothick memorial,
He tried to pull me on Marx, and he told me 
About the “romance of his business”:
How he came to England with something or other,
and sold it 
Only he wanted to talk about Marx, so I sez:
Waal haow is it you’re over here, right off the 
Champz Elyza?
And how can yew be here? Why don’t the fellers at home 
Take it all off you? How can you leave your big business?
“Oh,” he sez, “I ain’t had to rent any money.”
“It’s a long time since I ain’t had tew rent any money.”
Nawthin’ more about Das Kapital,
Or credit, or distribution 
And he “never finished the book,” 
(Cantos, 84) 

According to Carroll F. Terrell, “Spinder” is the pseudonym “for some financial wizard: the type rather than a particular person is important.”​[18]​ He is, to be sure, the very embodiment of what Nikolai Bukharin refers to as “the new bourgeoisie,” a “distinctly parasitical” profiteer who is now removed from economic life.​[19]​ But even if Spinder is only an archetype of the new bourgeoisie, we might still situate him within his particular economy, which these lines seem to suggest with their multiple emphases on geographical specificity. England’s “1870 gothick memorial” likely refers to the Albert Memorial, in Kensington Gardens, and based on that we can begin to infer that the “romance of his business” takes place in London. This is important because London is where Pound first began thinking about industrial labor and because he did so in language that was inflected by Marxism. Before moving to Paris, in 1918, Pound worked as a columnist for A. R. Orage’s political magazine, The New Age, where the poet published his frequently scathing tirades about semi-industrial London. While the magazine’s ideological alignment is more that of guild socialism, it nevertheless borrowed from and included Marxist discourse. According to Tom Villis, “much of the rhetoric of the New Age borrowed from the language of social revolutionary thought. Its conclusions were a kind of bastardization of the Marxist legacy.”​[20]​ This is less a criticism than it is a statement of fact—as testified by, for example, Herbert Read’s essay from June 1916, “Sorel, Marx, and the War,” which concludes by taking Marx at his most teleological and stagist but also by replacing communism with the magazine’s favored ideology: “Remember, too, that the more highly organised capitalist industry becomes, the more economically virile will be the industrial society which the guilds inherit.”​[21]​ As we shall see, what Pound quotes and paraphrases from Marx are his descriptions of English capitalism, the material and social substrate from which Spinder has cultivated his business. Moreover, that the memorial is specifically “gothick” is keyed into a generic tone that Pound inherits from Marx. Indeed, the gothic might be encoded into Spinder’s name, as a kind of nominal determinism, which not only puns into the monetary “spender” but also with the arachnid horror of “spinner” and “spider.”​[22]​ 
Yet this site-specific interpretation remains speculative, and the requisite guesswork, shared by speaker and reader, is indicative of Spinder’s business acumen or the speaker’s dismissive view of it, which consists of selling “something or other,” an almost Jamesian “little nameless object.” The distance between the “financial wizard” and the exigencies of his business as implied by that vagueness, which can either belong to Spinder or the speaker, combines with the geographical separation between him and his place of work. Not only is Spinder vague about England, the speaker puzzles at how he might run his business there from “right off the Champz Elyza” without its requisition by “the fellers at home.” Spinder is not just a capitalist. He is, more specifically, a finance capitalist, whose course of action is to accrue profit without dirtying his hands with the laborious matter of production. This is the kind of capitalism that Pound despised the most. He called it “fictitious capital” and, in an unpublished note on Marx, he contrasts it to the “the proper use of capital,” or what he calls (in an arresting echo of Marx’s gothic metaphor) “real capital, productive capital as contrasted to vampire or sucking capital” (Cantos, 168).​[23]​ Here the invocations of Marx suggest a way of epistemologically bridging the distance between the profiteering capitalist and the productive or distributive zone of England, between capital and labor and the circulation of commodities. Even though Spinder “tried to pull” the speaker on Marx, potentially as a kind of misdirected redbaiting, he proves incapable of discussing Marx’s critique. Just as soon as the speaker presses down with serious questions about the relations of production, the speaker recalls that he, Spinder, “never finished the book,” which in the speaker’s view is related to his inability to discuss (for Pound, the unavoidably important) matters of “credit” and “distribution.” The dialogue of Canto XIX thus cancels the economic insights teasingly suggested by its invocations of “Marx” and “Das Kapital.”​[24]​ 
The next time Marx appears by name is in Canto XLVI, published in 1937 as part of The Fifth Decad of Cantos. Here Pound criticizes Marx for not bringing a compelling enough indictment against monetary accumulation through finance capital: 

			This case, and with it 
	the first part, draws to a conclusion, 
	of the first phase of this opus, Mr Marx, Karl, did not
foresee this conclusion, you have seen a good deal of
the evidence, not knowing it evidence, is monumentum
look about you, look, if you can, at St Peter’s
Look at the Manchester slums, look at Brazilian coffee
or Chilean nitrates. This case is the first case 
(Cantos, 234) 

There are several ways of reading these lines, the difference between which might hinge of the meaning of that reflexive noun, “conclusion.” It could either be referring to the first part of Pound’s own project, The Cantos, which had just culminated in the Canto XLV, or it might well be referencing the “conclusion” of Part 1 of Capital, where Marx addresses the problem of banks.​[25]​ If the latter were to be the case, this would require an awkward double figuration: the apposition of “this opus” and “Mr Marx,” suggesting their identity, and then the synecdoche of Marx with Capital, via the author function. And yet, awkward or not, the content of that reference to Marx closely resembles the lines that preceded this passage from Canto XLVI. “Countries in which the bourgeois form of production is developed to a certain extent, limit the hoards concentrated in the strong rooms of the banks to the minimum required for the proper performance of their peculiar functions,” writes Marx, “Whenever these hoards are strikingly above their average level, it is, with some exceptions, an indication of stagnation in the circulation of commodities, of an interruption in the even flow of their metamorphoses” (Capital, 162). Given Pound’s well-documented fascination with money and monetary reform, statements like this should certainly have appealed to him—and indeed, what precedes this arraignment is an anaphorically burnished condemnation of The Bank of England. “1694 anno domini,” he writes: “on through the ages of usury / On, right on, into hair-cloth, right on into rotten building, / Right on into London houses, ground rents, foetid brick work” (Cantos, 233). Moreover, Pound appears to be reading Marx through Lenin’s Imperialism: The Highest Stage of Capitalism, which was translated into French and German in 1921 and from whose Preface Pound will later paraphrase in Canto C. “Neither Marx nor Engels,” writes Lenin in an article which summarizes that book, “lived to see the imperialist epoch of world capitalism, which began not earlier than 1898–1900.”​[26]​ But, Lenin adds, England was unique insofar as it anachronistically revealed the two defining features of twentieth century capitalism: “(1) vast colonies, and (2) monopoly profit (due to her monopoly position in the world market)” (111).​[27]​ According to Pound, in possession of the same hindsight as Lenin, this appears to be what Marx and Engels were unable or unwilling to recognize.
Canto XLVI therefore suggests that Marx has failed to draw an evidential line between the Bank of England and the experiential realities of urban squalor; or between localized capital, in “the Manchester slums,” and the returns of British imperialism, in “Brazilian coffee” and “Chilean nitrates.” Pound’s complaint against the Bank of England is about its creation of money ex nihilo, that this kind of creation is the root of all evil, and his critique of Marx is that the author of Capital did not foresee this new “conclusion” at which he, Pound, has subsequently arrived. However, readers of Marx will know that this presentational shortcoming is the result of Marx’s architectonic design: Part 1 of Capital establishes Marx’s epistemology in abstract, before engaging the social ontology of capitalist production in subsequent chapters and then addressing the questions of empire and colonialism in a “coda,” which is how Jameson urges us to read the historiographic chapter on primitive accumulation (Representing Capital, 73–92). While Pound desires from this momentous “first case” a more immediately critical connection between capitalism and its globally pervasive damages, such a desire is ironized by the fact that, if we read from elsewhere in both Capital and The Cantos, it becomes very clear that this sort of connection is not available to Marx. The irony here is not that Pound knows something more than Marx but that, by this stage in the composition of his epic, Pound seemed to know and appreciate exactly why that critical connection was unavailable from an historiographical standpoint. Though it might be awkward to retreat chronologically through the epic, in this case we do so in order to move from the poem’s nomination of Marx the author to its engagement with Marx’s unattributed writing in the very book Spinder failed to read.
Without naming its author, Canto XXXIII had already reproduced several paragraphs from Capital, and in every instance Pound modifies the original text in ways that indicate his attentiveness to Marx’s dialectical materialism, the satirical bent to its critique, and its challenge to positivist descriptions of capitalism. The first is this: 

limits of his individuality (cancels) and develops his power as a specie (Das Kapital) denounced in 1842 still continue (today 1864) report of ’42 was merely chucked into the archives and remained there while these boys were ruined and became fathers of this generation… for workshops remained a dead letter down to 1871 when was taken from control of municipal… and placed in hands of the factory inspectors, to whose body they added eight (8) assistants to deal with over one hundred thousand workshops and over 300 tile yards.
(Cantos, 162).

This block comprises three condensations from Chapters Thirteen and Fifteen of Capital—“Co-operation” and “Machinery and Modern Industry”—the amalgamation of which generates an image of capitalist production that combines the material and social relations whose interaction is at its most decisive as industrial labor, on the factory floor. For Marx, the intensification of “social labor” requires that the worker “strips off the fetters of his individuality, and develops the capabilities of his species” (Capital, 361). By changing “species” to “specie,” Pound extends this metaphor by punning on the transformation of individual workers into variable capital (only etymologically related to “species,” “specie” is a term for the money-commodity). We are thus reading of labor as a degradation of the entire species, a theme to which Pound will briefly return in Canto XLVIII, when he paraphrases Marx’s caution that child workers broken by capital will grow up to “become fathers of the next generation” (Cantos, 240). What follows these condensations in Canto XXIII and after parenthetically naming the source material as “Das Kapital” is one long sentence that incorporates text from several locations in the English translation of that book. Two chapters later, in “Machinery and Modern Industry,” Marx relocates this stripping-down of the species-being into the space of large-scale manufacture, and quotes the English economist Nassau Senior’s response to a Parliamentary Commission on the employment of children in factories. “It may be supposed that it describes the horrors of a past age,” he says. “But there is unhappily evidence that those horrors continue as intense as they were. A pamphlet published by Hardwicke about 2 years ago states that the abuses complained of in 1842, are in full bloom at the present day” (Capital, 539). Marx then turns to the resultant “Workshops’ Regulation Act,” a policy document that “remained a dead letter in the hands of the municipal and local authorities who were charged with its execution” (541). For both Marx and Pound, the Act was a failure because it was subject to the same ravages faced by the workers it intended to protect. In Marx’s version: “When, in 1871, Parliament withdrew from them this power, in order to confer it on the Factory Inspectors, to whose province it thus added by a single stroke more than one hundred thousand workshops, and three hundred brickworks, care was taken at the same time not to add more than eight assistants to their already undermanned staff” (541). Pound’s version conveys all of this information but also performs it: by converting several of Marx’s numerical words into actual and sometimes abbreviated digits and by doing so inconsistently, as though to accentuate the inherent vice that comes with any collective attempt to document the daily workings of capital and to quantify living labor as opposed to labor power. Ironically, then, emphatic outrage about understaffing a factory inspection—“eight (8)” reads as “eight, no really, only eight!”—is what contributes numerical inconsistency to the textual form which thereby registers the need for close inspection to begin with.
In full, this combinative reconfiguration reads like a gothic crime story, steadily accruing its body count while the murderer repeatedly eludes an incompetent bureaucracy or judiciary. The scene of the crime stretches out “over one hundred thousand workshops and over 300 tile yards”; it is, by Pound’s watch, a crime committed against humanity; and the culprit, by dint of those second and third quotations from Marx, remains unrestrained and violently recidivistic: its name, which is crucially unmentioned here, is capital. Pound puts it succinctly in “Murder by Capital,” an essay from 1933: “Most social evils are at root economic” (Selected Prose, 229). More than that accusation, however, what Pound’s re-presentation of these materials achieves is a kind of narrative compression, logically connecting up material and social relations in a gesture toward if not the incomprehensibility then at least the nonsensicality of capitalist production. It reveals a mode of production that degrades the entire species but simultaneously nullifies concretely referential and all-encompassing representations of that degradation. Any attempt to document capitalism by conventional means will result in another “dead letter,” and the poet must negotiate this formal nullification if he wants to “include” labor and its capitalist totality within the epic. 
Timothy Redman has also pointed out where, in Canto XXXIII, Pound’s text corresponds with Capital. Though Redman is surely correct to acknowledge that these correspondences are “clear evidence of Pound’s extensive absorption of Karl Marx,” he only supports this claim with the suggestion that both Pound and Marx shared several indignations about capitalism, which potentially reduces their textual relationship to a matter of thematic overlap.​[28]​ What remains unrecognized in the criticism is how these correspondences might also instantiate a meaningful engagement with Marx’s rhetorical methods, with his tactical deployment of satire against capital. Canto XXXIII’s final quotation from Capital will suffice to demonstrate this engagement. Here is Marx’s footnote from Chapter X, on the “adulteration” of commodities: 

Soot is a well-known and very energetic form of carbon, and forms a manure that capitalistic chimney-sweeps sell to English farmers. Now in 1862 the British juryman had in a law-suit to decide whether soot, with which, unknown to the buyer, 90% of dust and sand are mixed, is genuine soot in the commercial sense or adulterated soot in the legal sense. The “amis du commerce” [friends of commerce] decided it to be genuine commercial soot, and non-suited the plaintiff farmer, who had in addition to pay the costs of the suit. (Capital, 274, n. 2) 

These sentences re-appear under Pound’s hand as this: 

Case where the jury (’62) was to decide whether soot adulterated with 90% of dust and sand was “adulterated-in-the-legal-sense” soot or in the commercial “real soot” As friends of commerce decided (the jury decided) it was “real soot” against the plaintiff with costs. (Cantos, 163) 

The peculiar figure of an adulterated commodity metonymically invokes the ontological deformations inherent to capitalism, while Pound’s compaction of Marx’s hypotaxis intensifies the apparent nonsensicality. Canto XXXIII’s several other redactions achieve a similar effect: clues and evidence are together made strange; when men attempt to regulate capital—passing laws on the working-day, the laboring of children, the production of bread—the law itself mutates, right down to its ontological substrate: “freedom” abjures itself, “commissioners” become “commissars,” working children are unverifiable, and as we have seen soot may or may not be “real” soot at all (162–63). Note the scare quotes around “adulterated-in-the-legal-sense” and “real soot,” with which Pound amplifies Marx’s irony on the difference between adulterated and real commodities; and note, too, the removal of quotation marks from the translated friends of commerce, whose friendship with commerce precedes their parenthetic apposition as the jury, thus implying that the legal system is itself a friend to commerce, whose commodities are always already adulterated. How should we read this figure within the architectonic of The Cantos? 
It must be significant that all of the correspondences between Marx and Pound in Canto XXXIII center on the failure of legal discourse to protect workers from capital and that the subsequent criticism of Marx (from Canto XLVI) is delivered from the courtroom, thus prefiguring Pound’s subsequent interest in the independence of judiciary via Sir Edward Coke (in Thrones). Moreover, it must also be significant that those criticisms (and, in Canto XIX, omissions) point up Marx’s unwillingness to make empirical and unmediated connections between the mode of production’s various superstructural outcroppings. Against that kind of criticism, the correspondences in Canto XXXIII hypothetically demonstrate that, when capitalism is brought before the law, the law itself mutates to rule in favor of capital and against its exploited labor. Precisely this, the absolute malleability of a social reality, from its granular consumables right through its legal system, is for Marx and also for Pound an ontological truth of capitalism: neither primal imagery of exploited and immiserated workers nor causal homologies between specific effects of capitalism but a quicksilver matrix of production comprising banks, workers, employers, and circulation itself, as well as any legal, historical, political, and even literary investigation made into their fraught relations; it is, to be sure, what Slavoj Žižek has termed the “sublime object of ideology.”​[29]​ If Pound’s system of transformative redaction therefore emphasizes the terrible absurdity of history under capitalism, the aesthetic challenge he has inherited from Marx will be to embed history in lines of verse when history itself is so consistently inconsistent.
This, of course, is a problem Marx grappled with and which he incorporated into the presentation of his critique by way of literary figures and quoted documents. Readers of Capital will be intimately familiar with a well-developed cast of staple characters, including bread, bibles, linen, shirts, and so on, all of which incorporate something integral about the mode of production and whose synecdochal function Marx repeatedly underlines. Marx uses figuration as a way of mediating between different levels of economic discourse and in order to apprehend those less quantifiable aspects of capitalism that tend to elude orthodox economics, such as the various deformations figured by the adulterated commodity. Figures confront that which defies representation. In contrast to this figural language are those literal descriptions of industrial murder, which Marx is vigilant never to articulate in his own voice but only through documents. Though it is tempting to argue that Marx is a source for this method, an immanently critical way of letting the enemy speak his own folly, it remains true that Pound drew his own version of it from numerous other sources in addition to, but without excluding, Marx. For now, then, we have discovered that Pound seems highly attuned to the fact that Marx had employed similar methods and that Pound even amplifies some of Marx’s formal inventions in his transformative redactions. As an instance of both literary figuration and documentary quotation, Marx’s “adulterated” soot grasps an otherwise unrepresentable mode of production precisely as unrepresentable, and Pound is using it to achieve something very similar in this section of The Cantos, where tactical deformations of Marx’s text extend the poem’s reach beyond mere empiricism. For both Marx and Pound, the ineluctable something for which their text reaches is the totality of capitalism, including the ideological mutations that compromise any sort of objective critical inquiry into it. 

Marx in and out of Russia 
And yet, all of this will remain perfectly artificial unless we mount a comparison between Pound’s engagement with Marx’s style and Pound’s documentary poetics more generally, as it was established properly in the Malatesta Cantos, developed extensively in Adams and China, reconfigured as memory in Pisa, to finally effloresce into something like a philological mosaic for Rock-Drill and Thrones. Unlike Marx’s Manchester, the documentation of these historic lifeworlds and their figureheads is not intended as what we have been calling, after Blanton, epic negation: on the one hand, these documents include local or national histories, not world history or history of the economy as such, and, on the other, they are designed to prove that specific historical events and particular historical lives really took place. There is, as Lawrence Rainey has shown, a good deal of faith invested in each document’s capacity for reference, and for political persuasion. “Every quotation,” he argues, “bears an imaginary map, one might say, that charts an ideal discursive topography plotted both spatially and temporally.”​[30]​ With the quotations from Marx, however, the discourse suggests a topography that remains inaccessible: following Marx, Canto XXXIII wants to map the kind of history that defies textual cartography, and to map this history precisely in its defiance. What renders Marx unique among the other sources for documentary poetics, then, is that in Marx alone satire and irony obviate against positivism to show that any account of the poem’s contemporary history is going to be epistemologically compromised.
The most obvious difference between Marx and Pound is, predictably enough, political commitment. Both mobilize literary style in the service of politics, and in both cases as a tactical decision to recruit readers for their own radically different but consistently anti-capitalist political projects. For Marx, that project is the establishment of communism. For Pound, anti-capitalism ultimately found its outlet marching under the banners of fascism. It is through the actuality of this antagonism, the world-historical clash between communism and fascism, that we gain the clearest sense of Marx’s sustained hold over Pound beyond those moments in which he is overtly name-checked. Recall that, in Marx’s writing, satire is used to show what capital has done to human labor in converting it to labor power. In Pound’s counterfactual view, the idea that labor could be the sole source of economic value is an observation peculiar to Marx’s time; but, if it had been true then, this truth might no longer pertain to modernism’s historical conjuncture. And this, Pound insists, is part of what made post-revolutionary Russia so unique, that its superannuated mode of production sustained the kind of labor about which Marx wrote as a holdover into the twentieth century. Here is one of Pound’s clearest statements on the matter, from a 1933 issue of Poetry, which would be reworked the following year for a pamphlet on volitional economics and reworked again for his radio broadcasts throughout the 1940s:

What Marx thought in 1850 became effective in Russia precisely because Russia was the most backward nation, and the last place Marx had expected Marxism to break out. A great historian, he has effected a great evolution in the writing of history, but he did not affect his own time very greatly. And only one or two elements of his theories reach into tomorrow.
On the very base of his own material determinism Marx, alive in the 1930s would be the first to recognize that an enormous change in the material basis of life demands an equal change in the intellectual recognition. Labor was probably the true basis of value in 1840, but the cultural heritage, that is labour plus the whole mass of technical inventions is the basis of value in 1930 (change from the machine age to the power age).​[31]​ 

Whether or not we agree with all or any of this—which despite its obvious category errors seems to be in dialogue with Leon Trotsky’s theory of “permanent revolution”—it is nevertheless revealing of Pound’s take on Marx in relation to life in the 1930s and thereafter.​[32]​ Here Marx is presented as doubly anachronistic: his theories are said to have the greatest impact not “in his own time,” the 1840s, but in the twentieth century; and yet, those theories “became effective” only in the most “backward nation,” a formerly absolutist state which, in a crudely stagist model of history, is said to have skipped advanced capitalism for socialism. While the critic of capitalism is credited as a “great historian,” the ideal object for Marxist criticism would, in Pound’s view, appear to be socialism itself. Somewhat ironically, then, Marx asserts himself anonymously and as a definitive style—that is to say, through the satirical document, which we have already seen credited to him in Canto XXXIII—in those very moments when Pound aims to distance himself from what he perceives as Marx’s historical legacy, the socialist state. There is only space enough here to rehearse a shorthand version of this argument.
Revolutionary Russia is introduced in Canto XVI, written in 1923, after Pound’s early encounters with Marxist thought in London and, more directly, after hearing the American journalist Lincoln Steffens deliver a lecture on an episode of insurgent violence and on one of Lenin’s speeches in Moscow. Even if, at this point in time, Pound was yet to fully take up Marx as a stylistic template, we might nevertheless sense here a nascent technique, which combines documentary evidence (in this case, spoken testimony and newspaper reportage) with satire. “Dey vus a bolcheviki dere, und dey dease him,” the episode begins mockingly in a thick German brogue. “Looka vat youah Trotzsk is done, e iss / madeh deh zhamefull beace!!” (Cantos, 74).​[33]​ While, in Canto XVI, the account of revolution is deeply occupied with the spoken word, the next time we encounter the same revolution, in Canto XXXIII, emphasis shifts to the document as such and it does so right alongside the material from Capital. Here Pound quotes and translates from Gregori Bessedovsky, a notoriously unreliable reporter of contemporary Russian history:

avénement révolution allemande posait des problèmes nouveaux, 
routine commercial être remplacée par creation de deux 
fonds or et blé destinés au proletariat victorieux (allemand)
to functionaries of legation in Berlin who are members 
of the party (1923)

bureaucrat paisible, Van Tzin Vei se montra, tout à fait incap-
able d’assumer le rôle de chef d’une révolution sanguinaire
(according to Monsieur Bessedovsky)

for ten years our (Russian) ambassadors have enquired what theories are in fashion in Moscow and have reported their facts to fit. (idem) (163)​[34]​ 

Comparable to the words from Marx in the same Canto, the self-conscious unreliability of this anecdote—as suggested by the tentative attribution of “according to,” the apparent sensationalism of the description, the idea of “facts” made to “fit”—implies that any history of the Russian Revolution told from its own highly politicized present will exceed claims to simple objectivity, that it will be mired in partisan ideology. This strategy is modified once again for Canto LXXIV, the first number of the Pisan sequence, during the composition of which Pound was famously deprived of resources and thus required to write from memory. Accordingly, emphasis shifts once more from the written document back to overheard phrases and with that to a more vituperative mode of satire. Here Lenin is said to have “bungled” the economy by introducing the New Economic Policy as opposed to stamp scrip or, in Pound’s words, “the idea of work-certificate,” and Lenin’s successor, “le bonhomme Staline,” is described as a humorless buffoon (patronized as “dear Koba!”) unswervingly committed to state ownership (“you need not take over the means of production”) and forced, “unnecessary labor” (441, 445, 426).​[35]​ As with the laughable accent in Canto XVI and the implausible report from Canto XXXIII, here the language that attends Russia is equally satirical as it is historically referential. From within the context of The Pisan Cantos, which begin so weightily with the “enormous tragedy” of fascism’s collapse, these documentary references to the extant socialist state are uniformly marked by mistrust (425).​[36]​
Canto C, which includes the epic’s final mention of Russia, decisively complements what Pound appears to have taken from Marx and how he has been using it to document the trajectory of the socialist state. It also harmonizes what we have seen working locally in multiple instances within the complex textuality of The Cantos more broadly. Here we encounter an appropriation from Lenin’s book on imperialism, through which Pound appeared to read Marx in Canto XLVI. “Aesopian language (under censorship),” reads Pound’s version of Lenin’s prefatory statement, “where I wrote ‘Japan’ you may read ‘Russia.’” (713). Although the Preface, from which these words are taken, was belatedly added while Lenin was in Petrograd between the February and the October Revolutions, the body of that book was completed in 1916, in Zurich, where Lenin remained in exile. “This pamphlet,” he clarifies, “was written with an eye to the tsarist censorship,” which required its author to develop his critique “with extreme caution, by hints, in that Aesopian language,” but a language whose attentive readers “will easily substitute Russia for Japan.”​[37]​ Peter Nicholls reads these words biographically and as illustrative of Pound’s “internalization of censorship after Pisa,” which, he rightly argues, “leads to a habit of deferral in the writing, to a holding back of grammatical elements which would make a statement immediately intelligible.”​[38]​ My sense, however, is that the deferral, withholding, and unintelligibility suggested here is also illustrative of epic negation as it had evolved through an engagement with the dialectical materialism that was at its sharpest in Marx’s writing and which informed the principal embodiment of Marx’s legacy. The retrospective quality of these words when coupled with their position so close to the poem’s endpoint invites a reconsideration of the work as a whole, a curious supplement that further destabilizes the totality of the epic, once more throwing its references into contention. It is, in this potential revisionism, another instance of epic negation.
In an exchange that will help us approach our conclusion, Zukofsky would write to Pound, in 1936, just two years after Pound’s redefinition of the epic as historically inclusive. Zukofsky echoes Hamlet to criticize the elder poet’s positivistic misreading of Marx: “There’s more material fact and more imaginative poetic handling of fact in that first chapter of Marx than has been guessed at in your economic heaven.”​[39]​ While Pound’s characteristically belligerent riposte to the younger poet devolves into stale positivism, what I have sought to demonstrate here is how Marx’s “poetic handling of fact” is in fact remediated into The Cantos and how Pound’s epic responds to Marx not only as an anti-capitalist critic and communist ideologue but also—and without discounting critique and ideology—as an irreducibly literary writer. It is well known that Pound was willing to separate form from content when it came to communism. As he would write in a 1928 edition of The Exile, alongside poems by Zukofsky: “LENIN is more interesting than any surviving stylist. He probably never wrote a single brilliant sentence . . . but he invented or very nearly invented a new medium, something between speech and action (language as cathode ray) which is worth any writer’s study.”​[40]​ If, as Pound claimed, Marx really did engineer “a great evolution in the writing of history,” it was the highly evolved historiography to which the poet paid close attention and which informed his exemplary sense of epic negation. And yet, as those depictions of the socialist state in his epic suggest, the point here is not only that Marx informs Pound’s strategy for historical inclusion. If a history of the present really is included in poetry, then history itself simultaneously informs Pound’s historiographical method, directing the epic away from those more positivistic templates like that of Malatesta and toward the dialectical forms of Marx. It is in this sense that Marx—whose account of capitalism was localized to England in the 1840s, but which also shaped the history of Russia after 1917—presents himself as a major forerunner of epic negation.
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